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Stress Defined
Stress is your body’s reaction to a challenge or demand.
Any job worth doing is likely to involve a certain amount of ‘pressure’ when
some sense of urgency is needed to meet deadlines and produce good result.
The stress of exhilarating or excitement, creative successful work is beneficial,
while that of failure, humiliation or infection is detrimental.
Prolonged pressure leads to stress and then chronic stress can lead to
destructive cycle of poor performance, declining confidence, inefficiency and
decreasing productivity.
In short , stress can be positive, such as when it helps you avoid danger or
meet a deadline. But when stress lasts for a long time, it may harm your health.
So, it is not all bad—it depends on how we take or manage it.

Stress and your body

Your body reacts to stress by releasing hormones.
These hormones make your brain more alert, cause your muscles to tense, and
increase your pulse.
In the short term, these reactions are good because they can help you handle
the situation causing stress. This is your body’s way of protecting itself.
When you have chronic stress, your body stays alert, even though there is no
danger. Over time, this puts you at risk for health problems.

Causes of stress
Starting a new job
Problems at work

Getting laid off
Money problems
Moving
Having a serious illness
Retiring
Problems at home (Having a baby,The loss of a spouse or close family member,
Getting married or divorce)

Causes of stress
Work Environment
The Job itself
Major change in our work culture, ethics and Commitment
Outstanding personal achievements
Major change in living conditions

Career development
Unfulfilled Vision, Goal, and ambition resulting in changing to a different line of
work.
Work overload and dose deadline(s)
ANY OTHER?

Symptoms of stress
Physical signs —

Headaches, insomnia, Upset stomach, high blood pressure
Frequent aches and pains,Lack of energy or focus,Sexual problems,Stiff Jaw or
Neck
Tiredness,Trouble sleeping or sleeping too much
Use of Alcohol or drugs to relax,Weight loss or gain
Behavioural aspect such as poor work performance, frequent accidents, poor
relationship at home/work: dependance on anti relaxant such as caffeine, etc.
Emotional factors such as Irritability, Lack of concentration, anxiety ,
depression etc.

Common mistakes
Not setting realistic goals
Poor Communication
Dictatorial, aggressive behaviour
Wanting to be liked by all

Not motivating staff
Criticism and negative discipline
Creating a them and us culture

Resistance to change
Not leading by example
Unrealistic deadlines

Lack of empathy

Response/ Way forward
Intervention by colleagues/boss can prevent the situation from deteriorating further
and may lead to considerable improvement.

Learn and find out how to distinguish the essential tasks that you must complete from
the distractions that contribute to overload
Learn about effective time management :- Discover ways to balance conflicting time
demands, develop your professional skills and efficiency, through this you regain
control of your workload.
Identify inconsistencies and structural problems within your job that can cause huge
problems
Once identified, with your job under control you can win back your leisure time, spend
more time with friends and family, and do the things that bring real joy to your life.

LEARN TO DEAL WITH STRESS BY ENJOYING WHAT YOU
DO

BUILDING STRESS DEFENCE/HOW TO AVOID BURNOUT
Achieving a good ‘Work Life Balance’ ie.by offsetting the unpleasant events in our lives with plenty of good
enjoyable and relaxing events
Doing this we make life more tolerable and reduce the risk of burnout.
The feelings of intense tiredness and disillusionment that come with it brings serious unhappiness and can
spell the end of otherwise promising and emotionally rewarding careers.

Think about what you want to get out of your job and then compare with the reality of your situation.
Identify possible areas of mismatch—i.e. know your stressors
You are most vulnerable to burnout when the stresses you experience impact negatively on the things that
you find most fulfilling in your job.Not only do you experience the unpleasantness of stress, you lose the job
satisfaction.
When u r stressed, give yourself special treats. This is not self indulgent, it is an important part of keeping
yourself functioning effectively and avoiding burnout, anxiety and depression that come with intense and
sustained stress.

Do the things you enjoy most.

Areas of frustration
Inadequacy of resources
Lack of recognition
Unrealistic demands
No one is listening
It’s never enough

Avoid desperation
Dont—Rush,
Dont be hasty,
Dont be frantic
Dont be desperate about making money Securing VISA to travel abroad, positions,
promotion,Upgrading, Change of jobs etc.

It makes you do silly things which you will regret later.
Look before you leap
Be patient

Take a close look or seek 2nd opinion on every major issue at work and at home
Be simple in your approach to things
Do not put yourself under pressure and never allow anything/anybody to put you on unnecessary
pressure.

Managing Stress
Trust in the Almighty with all your heart
Be a Leader
Know your environment well
Identify the positives in your work force
Don’t just depend on inputs, seek relevant feedback
And/or, learn to analyse
Recognise stressful situations as they occur..so you can manage to react
Plan ahead, much ahead
Try to keep the weekend free, spend quality time with your family.
You can do anything but not everything…Delegate the work…but…Supervise/Monitor
Communication is what makes a team strong
Avoid negative people for they are the greatest destroyers of self confidence and self esteem. So surround
yourself with people who bring the best in you.

Take out your stress

Be Organised
Put first things first
Plan Ahead
Set boundaries
Learn to say No.
Delegate the work
Maintain work-life balance

Take breaks
Reduce interruptions
Stop over thinking

Take out your stress
Get enough Sleep
Manage your time efficiently
Avoid Negative minded people/Connect with supportive people
Think Positive
Take care of yourself
Take responsibility

Listen and understand
Work with Love
Learn to let go

Be comfortable
Enjoy your work

Take out your stress
Stop over thinking
Maintain a regular exercise regime

Eat healthy food
Don’t have knee-jerk reactions
Humour at work
Don’t fear
Take a deep breathe
Meditate/ Take a swim/ Be one with nature
Bond with your pet
Take a vacation
Be proud of yourself and what you have achieved
Give your 150%…

My way…..
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